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Abstract

We explored the impact of three types of decision granularity,
problem level (Prob), step level (Step), and both problem and
step levels (Both), on student learning. We first conducted an
empirical study to directly compare the three conditions and
then three subsequent studies to evaluate one or two of the
three conditions. Overall our empirical results showed there
was no significant difference among the three conditions. We
further split students into different groups based on their per-
formances on the single-principle and the multiple-principle
problems in the pre-test. Solving the single-principle problems
only involves one step while solving the multiple-principle
ones involves generating multiple steps in a logic order. We
define High students as those who were correct on all single-
principle problems and at least one multiple-principle ones in
the pre-test, Low students as those who were correct on some
or all single-principle problems but no multiple-principle ones,
and the rest are in the Medium group. Our empirical results
showed that for Low students, Both can be better than Step.
For the Medium and High students, no clear conclusions could
be drawn because of small sample sizes. As a result, in a
post-hoc analysis all students were combined by their assigned
conditions. Overall, while no significant difference was found
among the three conditions, we found that the impact of three
types of granularity, Prob, Step, and Both differs significantly
for High vs. Low students: Both,Step > Prob for the High
students and Both,Prob > Step for the Low students. No clear
conclusions could be drawn for the Medium group due to its
small sample sizes. In short, while Prob could be effective for
Low students but ineffective for High ones and Step could be
effective for High students but ineffective for Low ones, Both
seemed to be effective for both High and Low students.
Keywords: granularity, worked example, problem solving,
student competence

Introduction
In STEM domains like math, probability and science, solv-
ing a problem often requires producing an argument, proof
or derivation consisting of one or more inference steps, and
each step is the result of applying a domain principle, opera-
tor or rule. For instance, an algebraic equation 2x+5=21 can
be solved via two steps: 1) subtract the same term 5 from
both sides of the equation; and 2) divide both sides by the
non-zero term 2. As a result, tutoring in such domains is of-
ten structured as a two-loop procedure. An outer loop selects
the problem or task the student should work on next, while
the inner loop governs step level decisions such as whether or
not to give a hint (Vanlehn, 2006).

In this paper, we directly explored the impact of three
types of decision granularity on student learning by compar-
ing three conditions: problem level (Prob), step level (Step),

and both problem and step levels (Both). In the Prob condi-
tion, the tutor randomly decides whether the next problem is
worked example (WE) or problem solving (PS). In WE, stu-
dents observe how the tutor solves a problem, while in PS the
students solve the problem themselves. In the Step condition,
a random decision is made on whether the next step should
be WE or PS. To differentiate it from the problem level PS
and WE, we refer to such step level interleaving as Faded
Worked Example (FWE). Finally, the Both condition involves
both levels of decisions: at the problem level, it randomly de-
cides whether the next problem should be WE, PS or FWE; if
FWE is selected, step level decisions will be randomly made.

A series of studies were conducted to evaluate the three
types of decision granularity in the domain of probability
using an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) named Pyrenees
from 2014-2017. Pyrenees allowed us to rigorously control
the content and vary only the types of decision granularity.
In Fall 2014 (Fall’14), all three conditions were empirically
compared; for the subsequent studies, only one or two con-
ditions were examined.1 In a post-hoc comparison, students
from all studies were combined by their conditions because
all conditions across different years went through the same
standard 4-phase procedure: textbook, pre-test, training on
ITS, and post-test, and all materials in each of the four phases
were kept to be identical across different years. Overall, our
results showed that there was no significant difference among
the three conditions either in Fall’14 (Zhou, Price, Lynch,
Barnes, & Chi, 2015) or in the post-hoc analysis.

On the other hand, the aptitude-treatment interaction (ATI)
effect states that some instructional interventions can be more
or less effective for particular students depending upon their
specific abilities or knowledge (Cronbach & Snow, 1977;
Snow, 1991). Here we argue that WE, PS, and FWE involve
different learning mechanisms. More specifically, in WEs,
students learn by observing how the tutor solves a problem;
in PSs, students learn by doing – solving the problem with the
tutor’s assistance; in FWEs, students learn by collaboratively
constructing the solution with the tutor. As a result, we argue
that in the Prob condition students switched between learn-
ing by observing (WE) and learning by doing (PS); in the

1Please note that another purpose of the subsequent studies was
to compare reinforcement learning induced policies with random
policies. Due to participant limit, we were not able to compare the
three conditions again.
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Step condition, students learn by collaboratively construct-
ing answers for (FWEs) with the tutor; in the Both condition,
students experienced all three types of learning mechanisms.
Therefore, we expect that Prob, Step, and Both can be more
or less effective for different students.

To investigate whether there is indeed an ATI effect, we
split students into High, Medium and Low groups based on
their incoming competence measured by their performances
on six single-principle and four multiple-principle problems
in the pre-test. Solving the single-principle problems only
involves one step while solving the multiple-principle ones
involves generating multiple steps in a logic order. We define
High students as those who were correct on all six single-
principle problems and at least one multiple-principle ones in
the pre-test, Low students as those who were correct on some
or all single-principle problems but no multiple-principle
ones, and the rest are in the Medium group. Our results from
Fall’14 showed that for the Low students, both levels of the
granularity (Both) is significantly more effective than the step
level decisions (Step); for the Medium and High students, no
clear conclusions could be drawn because of small sample
sizes. In the post-hoc analysis, no clear conclusions could be
drawn for the Medium group due to its small sample sizes
and for the other two groups, we have: Both,Step > Prob
for the High students and Both,Prob > Step for the Low stu-
dents. In short, our post-hoc analysis suggested that the prob-
lem level decisions (Prob) could be effective for Low students
but ineffective for High ones; on the other hand, the step level
decisions (Step) could be effective for High students but inef-
fective for Low ones; finally, the both level decisions (Both)
seemed to be effective for both High and Low students.

Background and Related Work
The Impact of Granularity Involving WE, PS, FWE
Much of prior research has investigated the effectiveness of
WE, PS, FWE, and their various combinations (Sweller &
Cooper, 1985; McLaren, Lim, & Koedinger, 2008; McLaren
& Isotani, 2011; McLaren, van Gog, Ganoe, Yaron, & Kara-
binos, 2014; Van Gog, Kester, & Paas, 2011; Renkl, Atkin-
son, Maier, & Staley, 2002; Schwonke et al., 2009; Najar,
Mitrovic, & McLaren, 2014; Salden, Aleven, Schwonke, &
Renkl, 2010; Zhou et al., 2015; Zhou, Lynch, Price, Barnes,
& Chi, 2016; Zhou & Chi, 2017; Zhou, Wang, Lynch, & Chi,
2017; Zhou, Azizsoltani, Ausin, Barnes, & Chi, 2019). Here
we only include those that involved any of the three types
of granularity. At the problem level granularity, for example,
McLaren et al. (2008) found no significant difference in learn-
ing performance between Prob (WE-PS pairs) and PS-only,
but the former spent significantly less time than the latter. In
a subsequent study, McLaren and Isotani (2011) compared
three conditions: WE-only, PS-only, and Prob (WE-PS pairs).
Similarly, no significant differences were found among them
in terms of learning gains, but the WE condition spent signif-
icantly less time than the other two; and no significant time
on task difference was found between the PS and the Prob

(WE-PS pairs) condition.
A series of studies compared the Step level and the Both

level granularity with PS only (Schwonke et al., 2009; Salden
et al., 2010). Results showed that the former two can be more
effective than the latter. For example, Salden et al. compared
three conditions: Both (WE-FWE-PS), Step (FWE), and PS-
only (Salden et al., 2010). Their results showed that Step out-
performed Both, which in turn outperformed PS-only, and no
significant time on task difference was found among the three
conditions. Note that in this study, the order of WE, FWE,
and PS was fixed in Both; while in Step, the tutor used an
adaptive pedagogical policy, expert rules combined with data-
driven student models, to determine whether the next step
should be WE or PS. Therefore, it is was not clear whether
it was the adaption or the granularity that made the Step con-
dition more effective than the other two conditions. In our
studies, we factored out the impact of adaption by employing
random policies.

While the studies described above mainly used PS-only as
baselines, several studies directly compared different types
of granularity. Overall, results suggested that the Both level
granularity could be more effective than the Prob level (Renkl
et al., 2002; Najar et al., 2014). For example, Renkl et al.
(2002) compared Both (WE-FWE-PS) with Prob (WE-PS
pairs) and the former significantly outperformed the latter on
student learning performance while no significant difference
was found between them on time on task. Similarly, Najar et
al. (2014) compared Both (adaptive WE/FWE/PS) with Prob
(WE-PS pairs). They found that the former significantly out-
performed the latter in terms of learning outcomes and the
former also spent significantly less time on task. Here, an
adaptive pedagogical policy was also employed to make both
the problem and step level decisions. Thus, it is quite pos-
sible that the superiority of Both over Prob stemmed from
the adaption rather than from the granularity. In sum, while
different decision granularities were involved in prior stud-
ies, the WEs and PSs were provided following some fixed or
adaptive pedagogical policies. In this work, we factor out the
impact of pedagogical policies by employing a random policy
for all three types of granularity.

The ATI Effect of WE, PS, FWE
Some prior studies have also investigated the ATI effect of
WE, PS, FWE, and their combinations (Kalyuga, Chandler,
Tuovinen, & Sweller, 2001; Najar & Mitrovic, 2013; Najar,
Mitrovic, & McLaren, 2016). For example, Najar and Mitro-
vic (2013) compared three conditions: 1) WE-only, 2) PS-
only and 3) Prob (WE-PS pairs) in the domain of Structured
Query Language and students were split into High vs. Low
groups based on their pre-test scores. The results showed
that for the High students: Prob, PS-only > WE-only; while
for their Low peers: Prob > PS-only, WE-only. In a sub-
sequent study, Najar et al. (2016) compared Both (adaptive
WE/FWE/PS) with Prob (WE-PS pairs) and students were
divided into High and Low groups by a median split on pre-
test scores. Results showed that for the High students, Both
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Table 1: Single-principle Problem vs. Multiple-principle Problem

Type Single-principle Problem Multiple-principle Problem
Question If p(A∩B) = 0.2 and p(B) = 0.5, find P(A|B). If p(B) = 0.06, p(∼ A ∩ ∼ B) = 0.87 and p(A∩B) = 0.03, find p(A).

Answer
Apply the definition of conditional probability: 1) Apply the complement theorem: p(∼ B ∩ ∼ A)+ p(∼ (∼ B ∩ ∼ A)) = 1

p(A|B) = p(A∩B)/p(B) = 0.2/0.5 = 0.4 2) Apply the de morgan’s law: p(A∪B) = p(∼ (∼ B ∩ ∼ A)) = 1−0.87 = 0.13

3) Apply the addition theorem: p(A∪B) = p(A)+ p(B)− p(A∩B), p(A) = 0.13+0.03−0.06 = 0.1.

is more effective than Prob; while for the Low students, no
significant difference was found.

In short, prior research investigating the ATI effect of WE,
PS, FWE, and their combinations showed that for Low stu-
dents, Prob could be more effective than doing WE and PS
only; but for High students, Both can be more effective than
Prob. While much of prior ATI research involved one or two
types of granularity, to the best of our knowledge, no prior
study has investigated the ATI effect when comparing the
three types of granularity directly.

High, Medium, vs. Low Students
To investigate the ATI effect, we need to first distinguish stu-
dents based on some specific abilities or knowledge. Learn-
ing in STEM domains such as math and science often in-
volves acquiring two types of knowledge: declarative and
procedural (Anderson, 1993). Declarative knowledge in-
cludes facts that we know and that can be described to others,
for example, ”the probability of TRUE is always 1”. Proce-
dural knowledge specifies how to retrieve and use declarative
knowledge to solve problems. It is a type of knowledge that
display with behaviors and often times cannot be explicitly
described. Procedural knowledge often requires the interplay
of many cognitive factors including but not limited to the fol-
lowing five ones in order of occurrence: 1) acquisition of
declarative knowledge, 2) identification and retrieval of the
proper declarative knowledge, 3) application of declarative
knowledge, 4) organization and production of solution plans;
5) execution of solution plans and evaluation of answers.

Similar to previous research, we used pre-test to measure
students’ incoming competence. Our pre-test contains single-
principle problems which involve applying one domain prin-
ciple once and multiple-principle problems which involve ap-
plying multiple domain principles and for some principles
more than once. Table 1 shows an example for each of them.
The second column shows the question and answer for a
single-principle problem. As we can see, the problem can be
solved by directly applying a single-principle. The third col-
umn shows a multiple-principle problem. Solving the prob-
lem needs to not only apply three algebraic principles but also
organize them in a logical order.

Based on the five cognitive factors described above, we
argue that solving single-principle problems mainly involves
factors 1-3, while solving multiple-principle ones involves all
five of them. Thus, students must be able to solve single-
principle problems before they can solve multiple-principle
problems. Our data supported this point, showing that stu-

dents who could solve multiple-principle problems always
had the perfect score on all single-principle problems in the
pre-test. Therefore, in the following we refer to students who
could solve at least one multiple-principle problem correctly
as High students, those who could only solve some or all of
the six single-principle problems correctly as Low students,
and the rest as the Medium students.

Methods
Participants
Four studies were conducted in each of the Fall semesters
from 2014-2017 to evaluate the three conditions: Prob, Step,
and Both using an ITS named Pyrenees in the undergraduate-
level Discrete Mathematics course at North Carolina State
University. They were assigned to students as one of their
regular homework assignments and the completion of the tu-
tor was required for full credit. Students were told that the
assignment will be graded based on their demonstrated effort
rather than performance. In different studies, different con-
ditions were evaluated and in each study, students were ran-
domly assigned to each condition. In Fall’14, all three con-
ditions were empirically compared while for the subsequent
three studies, only one or two conditions were examined and
in the post-hoc analysis, students from all studies across the
four years were combined by their conditions.

Table 2 shows an overview of participants in the four stud-
ies and the post-hoc analysis: the first two columns show
the semester of the study and its corresponding conditions;
columns 3 and 4 list the number of students initially assigned
and finally completed in each condition. Overall, Pearsons
Chi-squared test showed that there was no significant differ-
ence among the three conditions on their completion of study:
χ2(2) = 1.13,p = 0.57 for Fall’14 and χ2(2) = 0.65,p = 0.72
for the post-hoc analysis. Here we only focus on Fall’14 and
the post-hoc analysis because all three conditions are present.

Finally, students with perfect pre-test scores were excluded
because we could not measure the improvement they made
through training. The last column in Table 2 shows the num-
ber of students included in the following analysis.

Probability Tutor
Pyrenees is a web-based tutor that teaches students a general
problem solving strategy and 10 major probability principles,
such as the Complement Theorem and Bayes’ Rule. It pro-
vides students with step-by-step instruction, immediate feed-
back, and on-demand help. Specifically, the help is provided
via a sequence of increasingly specific hints. The last hint in
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Table 2: Participants for E ach Study and Condition

Study Cond Distributed Completed Included

Fall’14
Prob 58 38 37
Step 59 39 37
Both 59 34 34

Fall’15 Prob 47 38 38
Step 47 35 34

Fall’16 Prob 40 32 31
Step 41 35 35

Fall’17 Both 70 57 56

Post-hoc
Prob 145 108 106
Step 147 109 106
Both 129 91 90

the sequence, i.e., the bottom-out hint, tells student exactly
what to do. The ITS has three basic modes. In the WE mode,
all the steps in a problem were solved by the tutor while in
the PS mode, they were solved by the student. In the FWE
mode, each step has a 50% chance to be solved by the tutor
and 50% chance by the student. Except for the decision gran-
ularity, the remaining components of the tutor, including the
GUI interface, the training problems and the tutorial support
were identical for all students.

Procedure
All four studies include the four identical phases: 1) textbook,
2) pre-test, 3) training, and 4) post-test. The only difference
among the three conditions was the decision granularity level,
problem level for Prob; step level for Step; and both the prob-
lem and the step level for Both.

During textbook, all students studied the domain principles
through a probability textbook. They read a general descrip-
tion of each principle, reviewed some examples of it, and
solved some single- and multiple-principle problems. After
solving each problem, the student’s answer was marked in
green if it was correct and red if incorrect. They were also
shown an expert solution at the same time. If the students
failed to solve a single-principle problem, then they were
asked to solve an isomorphic one. This process was repeated
until they either failed three times or succeeded once. The
students had only one chance to solve each multiple-principle
problem and were not asked to solve an isomorphic problem
if their answer was incorrect.

The students then took a pre-test which contained 10 prob-
lems. They were not given feedback on their answers, nor
were allowed to go back to earlier questions (this was also
true for the post-test).

During training, students in all three conditions received
the same 12 problems in the same order. Each main domain
principle was applied at least twice. The minimal number
of steps needed to solve each training problem ranged from
20 to 50. Such steps included variable definitions, principle
applications, and equation solving. The number of domain
principles required to solve each problem ranged from 3 to
11. The problems were given as WE, PS, or FWE, based
upon the students’ experimental condition. All students could

access the textbook.
Finally, all students took the post-test which contained 16

problems in total. 10 of the problems were isomorphic to the
pre-test problems given in phase 2. The remainder were non-
isomorphic multiple-principle problems.

Grading criteria
The pre- and post-test problems required students to derive
an answer by writing and solving one or more equations. We
used three scoring rubrics: binary, partial credit, and one-
point-per-principle. Under the binary rubric, a solution was
worth 1 point if it was completely correct or 0 if not. Un-
der the partial credit rubric, each problem score was defined
by the proportion of correct principle applications evident in
the solution. A student who correctly applied 4 of 5 possi-
ble principles would get a score of 0.8. The One-point-per-
principle rubric in turn gave a point for each correct principle
application. All of the tests were graded in a double-blind
manner by a single experienced grader. The results presented
below were based upon the partial-credit rubric but the same
results hold for the other two. For comparison purposes, all
test scores were normalized to the range of [0,1].

Results
The three conditions were compared on test scores. For the
Fall’14 study, a One-way ANOVA analysis on the pre-test
score showed no significant difference among the three con-
dition: F(2,105) = 1.12, p = 0.33, η = 0.021. A One-way
ANCOVA analyses on the post-test score using the pre-test
score as a covariate also showed no significant difference:
F(2,104) = 1.70, p = 0.19, η = 0.021. Similar insignificant
results were found in the host-hoc analysis: F(2,299) = 0.68,
p = 0.51, η = 0.005 for the pre-test and F(2,298) = 0.98,
p= 0.38, η= 0.004 for the post-test. In terms of time on task,
contrast analysis revealed that Prob spent significantly less
time than Step in both Fall’14: t(105) = −2.62, p = 0.010,
d = 0.61 and post-hoc: t(299) =−3.00, p = 0.003, d = 0.40.

To evaluate the ATI effect, we split students based on their
pre-test scores. Our pre-test included six single-principle and
four multiple-principle problems. Following our splitting cri-
teria discussed above, we refer to students who could solve
at least one multiple-principle problem correctly (pre ≥ 0.7)
as High students 2; those who could only solve some or all
of the six single-principle problems correctly (pre ≤ 0.6) as
Low students, and the rest as Medium ones. As expected, in
the pre-test the High group scored significantly higher than
the Medium group: t(105) = 6.94, p < 0.0001, d = 3.16
in Fall’14 and t(299) = 9.71, p < 0.0001, d = 2.37 in post-
hoc; the Medium group significantly outperformed the Low
group: t(105) = 8.41, p < 0.0001, d = 2.14 in Fall’14 and
t(299) = 11.82, p < 0.0001, d = 2.08 in post-hoc.

Incoming competence combined with three conditions par-
titioned the students into nine groups for both Fall’14 and

2Note that in our grading rubrics, all problems were weighted
equally in both pre- and post-tests.
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Table 3: Students Performance and Time (minutes) on Fall’14 Empirical Study and Post-hoc Analysis

Cond Fall’14 Empirical Study Post-hoc Analysis
N Pre Iso Post Time N Pre Iso Post Time

ProbH 12 .857(.065) .817(.125) .700(.169) 85.5(19.9) 56 .822(.086) .844(.138) .740(.178) 111.1(42.5)
StepH 8 .800(.080) .868(.156) .769(.154) 125.2(40.0) 47 .827(.077) .908(.089) .819(.126) 128.2(29.4)
BothH 13 .826(.064) .863(.136) .767(.160) 113.2(30.1) 46 .818(.073) .902(.110) .821(.156) 106.6(29.3)

ProbM 5 .636(.017) .728(.134) .598(.168) 96.8(17.4) 10 .652(.021) .813(.148) .688(.173) 101.1(24.8)
StepM 6 .647(.017) .687(.187) .559(.124) 124.1(22.2) 12 .649(.022) .818(.190) .715(.191) 125.7(28.5)
BothM 6 .653(.028) .740(.163) .618(.189) 111.5(25.8) 11 .652(.025) .736(.216) .616(.216) 113.1(26.3)

ProbL 20 .453(.117) .657(.190) .528(.205) 95.8(29.3) 40 .455(.117) .703(.234) .596(.244) 98.7(35.7)
StepL 23 .441(.103) .592(.192) .458(.153) 104.2(38.1) 47 .439(.110) .628(.219) .500(.190) 109.8(34.6)
BothL 15 .414(.110) .703(.170) .550(.154) 105.1(37.4) 33 .415(.119) .707(.208) .565(.185) 110.3(36.3)

post-hoc. The number of students in each group is listed in
the “N” column for Fall’14 in Table 3 (Left) and for post-hoc
in Table 3 (Right). Fortunately, random assignment balanced
the three conditions for ability, and this balance persisted even
after the groups were subdivided into High, Medium, and
Low. No significant difference was found on pre-test among
the three High groups, the three Medium groups, or the three
Low groups in both Fall’14 and post-hoc.

Empirical Fall’14 Study
In Table 3, the first column shows the condition-competence
group and then followed by a section presenting the learning
performance and time on task (in minutes) for Fall’14. Here
it shows the number of students (N) and the mean and SD of
pre-test score (Pre), isomorphic post-test score (Iso), overall
post-test score (Post) and time on task (Time). A Chi-square
test showed that there was no significant relation between
condition and incoming competence χ2(4) = 2.94,p = 0.57.

To measure student learning improvement, we compared
their isomorphic post-test scores with their pre-test scores.
A repeated measures analysis using test type (pre-test vs.
isomorphic post-test) as a factor and test score as the de-
pendent measure showed that there is a main effect for test
type: F(1,107) = 50.82, p < 0.0001, η = 0.322 in that they
scored significantly higher on the isomorphic post-test prob-
lems than pre-test. Thus, our tutor is indeed effective on im-
proving student learning. More specifically, all three condi-
tions scored significantly higher in the isomorphic post-test
than in the pre-test: F(1,36) = 13.56, p = 0.0008, η = 0.274
for Prob, F(1,36) = 16.26, p = 0.0003, η = 0.311 for Step,
and F(1,33) = 20.92, p< 0.0001, η= 0.388 for Both respec-
tively. This showed that the basic practices and problems, do-
main exposure, and interactivity of our ITS might be effective
to help students acquire knowledge.

Finally, to obtain a comprehensive evaluation of students’
final performance, analyses were performed on the overall
post-test which contains six additional multiple-principles. A
two-way ANCOVA analysis on the factors of granularity and
incoming competence using the pre-test score as a covariate
showed no significant interaction or main effect. A subse-

quent pairwise contrast analysis revealed that for Low stu-
dents, the BothL group scored significantly higher than the
StepL group: t(98) = −2.01, p = 0.047. The results sug-
gested that the Both levels of decisions can be more effective
than the step level decisions for the Low students.

In terms of time on task, a two-way ANOVA analysis on
granularity and incoming competence showed a main effect
on granularity: F(2,99) = 3.97, p = 0.02, η = 0.071 in that
the Prob condition spent significantly less time than the Step
condition t(105) = −2.62, p = 0.01, d = 0.61 and the Both
condition t(105) =−2.22, p = 0.029, d = 0.58 . Subsequent
contrast analyses showed that such difference mainly came
from the High students in that: ProbH spent significantly less
time than StepH and BothH : t(99) = −2.72, p = 0.008, d =
1.35 and t(99) =−2.17, p = 0.03, d = 1.08 respectively; no
significant difference was found among the three Low groups.

Overall, Fall’14 results showed that on learning perfor-
mance, Both was better than Step for the Low students; while
on time on task, Prob spent less time than the other two for
the High students. Note that since some of the groups are in
small size, the absence of significant differences might be due
to insufficient statistical power.

Post-hoc Analysis
The right section of Table 3 presents the post-hoc analysis
results. Numbers in the “N” column revealed that the three
High and the three Low groups are in reasonable size while
the three Medium groups remain small. A Chi-square test
showed no significant relation between condition and incom-
ing competence: χ2(4) = 2.11,p = 0.72.

A repeated measures analysis using test type (pre-test vs.
isomorphic post-test) as a factor and test score as the depen-
dent measure showed that there was a main effect for test type
F(1,301) = 177.38, p < 0.0001, η = 0.371 in that students
scored significant higher in the isomorphic post-test than in
the pre-test. Similarly, for each of the three conditions, stu-
dents scored significantly higher in the isomorphic post-test
than in the pre-test: F(1,105)= 42.79, p< 0.0001, η= 0.290
for Prob; F(1,105) = 72.27, p < 0.0001, η = 0.408 for Step
and F(1,89) = 67.46, p < 0.0001, η = 0.431 for Both. The
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results confirmed that our tutor is effective over the years.
For the overall post-test scores, a two-way ANCOVA anal-

ysis on the factors of granularity and incoming competence
using the pre-test score as a covariate showed a significant
interaction effect: F(4,292) = 3.66, p = 0.006, η = 0.029.
Subsequent contrast analyses showed that for High students,
the StepH group and the BothH group scored significantly
higher than the ProbH group: t(292) = 2.25, p = 0.03 and
t(292) = −2.50, p = 0.01 respectively. For Low students,
the ProbL group and the BothL group scored significantly
higher than the StepL group: t(292) = 2.29, p = 0.02 and
t(292) = 2.19, p = 0.03 respectively. The results suggest that
for High students, the Step level decisions and the Both level
decisions are more effective than the Prob level while for Low
students, the Prob level decisions and the Both level decisions
are more effective than the Step level.

For time on task, a two-way ANOVA analysis on granu-
larity and incoming competence showed a significant main
effect on granularity: F(2,293) = 4.98, p = 0.007, η = 0.032
in that the Step condition spent more time than the Prob con-
dition: t(299) = 3.00, p = 0.003, d = 0.40 and the Both
condition: t(299) = 2.22, p = 0.027, d = 0.34. Subsequent
contrast analysis revealed that for High students: the StepH
group spent longer time than the ProbH group: t(293) = 2.51,
p = 0.01, d = 0.46 and the BothH group: t(293) = 3.03,
p= 0.003, d = 0.74. No such significant difference was found
among the three Low groups.

Overall, the results suggest that on learning performance,
the problem level decisions can be effective for Low stu-
dents but ineffective for High students, the step level deci-
sions could be effective for High students but ineffective for
Low students, while Both level decisions seem to be effec-
tive for both High and Low students. For time on task, the
High students, the StepH group can spend more time than the
ProbH and the BothH groups while no significant difference
was found among the three Low groups.

Conclusion & Discussion
In this paper, we explored the impact of three types of deci-
sion granularity on student learning by comparing three con-
ditions: Prob involving WE and PS, Step involving FWE
only, and Both involving all WE, PS and FWE. Overall, while
no significant difference was found among the three condi-
tions on learning performance, a significant difference was
found among them on time on task in that Prob spent signifi-
cantly less time than Step for both Fall’14 and the post-hoc.

We hypothesized that different learning mechanisms are in-
volved in WE, PS and FWE and thus there may exist an ATI
effect. Students were then split into High, Medium and Low
groups based on their pre-test performance. Results from
Fall’14 show that on learning performance, for Low students
Both is more effective than Step; on time on task, for High
students Prob would spend less time than Step. Overall be-
cause of small sample sizes, more general conclusions cannot
be drawn here. Furthermore, our post-hoc results suggest that

on learning performance, Prob can be effective for Low stu-
dents but ineffective for High ones on the other hand, Step
could be effective for High students but ineffective for Low
ones; finally, Both seemed to be effective for both High and
Low students; as for time on task, while no significant differ-
ence was found among the three Low groups either in Fall’14
or post-hoc, significant difference was found among the three
High groups in that ProbH spent significantly less time than
StepH in both Fall’14 and post-hoc.

Our results showed a difference between the Prob and Step
granularity. In terms of time on task, students spent less time
when learning with Prob than with Step. For learning perfor-
mance, each of them can be effective for some students but
ineffective for some other students, depending on students’
knowledge level. This suggests that the granularity can have
an impact on student learning. Additionally, results for the
Both granularity suggest that mixing this two types of granu-
larity together has the potential to get a more robust instruc-
tional intervention. The Prob granularity can be ineffective
for the High students and the Step granularity can be ineffec-
tive for Low students, but our results suggest that Both can be
effective for both High and Low students.

One possible explanation for our results is that different
cognitive load were involved in the three conditions. At the
problem level, students pay attention to either the tutor’s so-
lution in WE or their own solution in PS; while at the step
level, they need to pay attention to both the tutor’s solution
and their own solution and integrate them. Compared with
PSs, in FWEs the tutor may solve certain steps for students
but on the other hand, students need to devote extra effort to
understand and to integrate their answers with the tutor’s an-
swers. Thus, we hypothesized that in terms of cognitive load,
WE <PS <FWE. This explains why the Step condition spent
more time than the Prob condition (in both Fall’14 and post-
hoc) despite that students in these two condition completed
the same amount of work (as measured by the number of PS
steps in our subsequent log analysis). Assuming that FWEs
are more challenging than WEs or PSs, the results that Step
benefits the High students more than Prob while Prob ben-
efits the Low ones more than Step can be explained by the
conjecture that High students have more prior knowledge and
learning capacity than the Low ones. However, this is only
our hypothesis and much more research is needed to fully
understand it. More importantly, more research is needed to
explain why the Both levels of granularity benefits both High
and Low students.

Lots of prior research has shown that studying WEs help
students learn. However, questions about how and when WEs
should be presented remain open. Our findings inform re-
searchers that the granularity can have an impact on student
learning and the impact of granularity can differ for students
at distinct knowledge levels. Thus, it urges researchers to
consider the impact of granularity when designing instruc-
tions and adapt the instruction based on students’ knowledge
level.
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